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RATING RATIONALE
The rating assigned to Wema Bank Plc (‘Wema Bank’ or ‘the Bank’) reflects
marked growth in deposits liabilities supported by an emerging brand franchise
and digital footprint. However, the rating is constrained by rising impairments in
the loan portfolio with obligor concentration risks that threaten a further
deterioration in asset quality, high cash reserve requirement and operational
costs. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has accentuated credit risks in the
lending landscape, adversely impacting the overall performance of businesses
and individuals.
Wema Bank’s total assets and contingents grew by an impressive 46% to ₦789.6
billion as at 31 December 2019 on account of a deliberate deposit generation
drive that resulted in a 56.3% increase in customers’ deposit liabilities (excluding
interbank takings) to ₦577.3 billion. Growth was largely in costly time deposits
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which translated to a 61:39 mix of high cost to low cost funds. However, the low
interest rate environment particularly in the last quarter of 2019 resulted in a
lower weighted average cost of funds (WACF) of 7% (2018: 7.4%), though higher
than the Industry’s estimated average of 4.9%. The marked growth in Wema
Bank’s deposits base was at a cost. Restricted funds with the Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) spiked by 136.7% to account for 20% of total assets (higher than
the Industry’s average of 13%) and represented 2.6x of core capital. The spike in
cash reserve requirements was further driven by non-compliance with the
regulatory minimum loans-to-deposits ratio (LDR) which led to additional CRR
debits.
Wema Bank had a loan portfolio of ₦301.4 billion as at 31 December 2019,
15.2% higher than the prior year. At this level, the Bank’s LDR was 48.6%, below
the regulatory minimum of 65%. The Bank’s lending strategy focuses on the
commercial and retail segments of the market, which collectively accounted for
47% of gross loans and advances. A sectoral breakdown of the Bank’s loan book
showed concentration in vulnerable sectors including oil and gas, general
commerce and construction which collectively accounted for 50% of the loan
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book. Year-on-year, Wema Bank’s asset quality deteriorated as delinquent loans
increased by 69.5% to ₦22.2 billion to account for 7.4% of gross loans and
advances, higher than the regulatory guidance of 5%. We expect more strain in
the loan portfolio in the short term given exposures to susceptible names and
sectors. However, forbearances by the CBN to restructure loans to COVID 19
affected sectors for longer tenors will moderate the impact of the pandemic on
the Bank’s asset quality in the short term to an extent. To comply with the
regulatory minimum LDR, Wema Bank intends to grow its loan book
considerably. This will be challenging given persistent weaknesses in the
macroeconomic and operating environment. Loan growth would also be
hampered by the Bank’s capitalisation ratios which are approaching the
minimum regulatory thresholds. Therefore, Wema Bank intends to leverage
intervention funds provided by the government particularly in the agriculture
and healthcare sectors to grow the loan book in the short term, while
commencing capital raising plans.
As at 31 December 2019, Wema Bank’s tier I (core) capital stood at ₦53.9 billion
and was above the minimum capital base of ₦25 billion for commercial banks
with national authorisation. However, compared to its risk weighted assets,
Wema Bank’s Basel II capital adequacy ratio (CAR) of 13.1% reflected a 440 basis
points decline from the prior year. At this level, Wema Bank’s CAR was above the
regulatory minimum of 10%. When we stressed the Bank’s capital, taking full
provisions for non-performing loans, its CAR declined to 9.5% as at FYE2019. In
the short term, the Bank’s capitalisation ratios will be moderated by heightened
risks in the operating environment. We believe that Wema Bank will need to
strengthen its capital base in the short to medium term. Additional equity
injection of between ₦20 to ₦25 billion is required to raise the Bank’s
capitalisation to comfortable levels and management intends to achieve this
through a rights issue or private placement. However, we believe that progress
in this regard may be stalled by the fragile macroeconomic state.
In 2019, Wema Bank recorded improved profitability ratios on account of a larger
earning asset base and non-interest income from its fixed income trading
portfolio, even though funding and operational costs (largely from its digital
investments and non-discretionary regulatory costs) limited profits.
Nonetheless, Wema Bank’s pre-tax profits rose by 40.2% to ₦6.8 billion and
translated to a pre-tax return on average assets (ROA) of 1% (FY2018: 1%) and
pre-tax return on average equity (ROE) of 13% (FY2018: 9.7%). Despite the
improvement recorded during the year, the Bank’s profitability was below the
Industry’s average.
While we expect Wema Bank’s asset quality to be somewhat preserved by CBN’s
forbearance in the short term, we believe that the Bank’s performance will be
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adversely impacted by the pandemic which has led to heightened business risks
and higher regulatory costs. Furthermore, limited growth in the loan book due
to low capitalisation ratios (which may be further weakened by a likely
devaluation) will moderate growth in profitability. Therefore, we attach a
‘negative’ outlook to the assigned rating. Agusto & Co. will continue to monitor
the performance of the Bank to reassess the impact of the pandemic going
forward.
Strengths
•Strong roots in the South West region of the Country
•An expanding digital footprint
•An experienced management team
Weaknesses
•Rising impairment in the loan book
•High funding and operational costs
•Obligor concentration in the loan book
Challenges

•The COVID-19 pandemic and the impact on commercial and
SME/retail business where the Bank targets
•The tight regulatory policies that constrain profits, particularly
the cash reserve requirements
•Cyber risks and fraud incidences associated with increased
migration to digital platforms

Table 1: Background Information
2018
₦540.8 billion
₦353.5 billion
₦37.4 billion
1.0%
9.7%

Total Assets & Contingents
Local Currency Deposits (excluding interbank takings)
Net Earnings
Pre-tax Return on Average Assets & Contingents (ROA)
Pre-tax Return on Average Equity (ROE)
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2019
₦789.6 billion
₦559.5 billion
₦44.1 billion
1.0%
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PROFILE
Wema Bank Plc (“Wema Bank” or “the Bank”) is the oldest indigenous bank in Nigeria. Incorporated as a private
limited liability company in May 1945 as Agbonmagbe Bank Limited, the Bank commenced operations in the
same year. The government of the then Western Region of Nigeria in 1968, acquired the Bank through its
investment management company, Odua Investment Company Limited. The Bank became a public limited
liability company and its name was changed to Wema Bank Plc in April 1987. Subsequently, the shares were
listed on the Nigerian Stock Exchange in January 1990.
Wema Bank Plc was granted a universal banking license by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) in February 2001,
which allowed the Bank to offer a wide range of financial and business advisory services. Following the banking
industry consolidation of 2005, Wema Bank acquired the erstwhile National Bank of Nigeria Plc. Thereafter,
the Bank faced management and ownership challenges which led to the replacement of the Board and
Executive Management with an interim management team formed by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) in
2008. A new investor, SW8 Investment Company Limited acquired 39% ownership stake in the Bank in 2009
and thereafter took over its management from the CBN appointed team. Subsequently, Wema Bank Plc
obtained a regional license from the CBN which streamlined operations to the South-South and South-West
(including Lagos) regions and the Federal Capital Territory (FCT). A private placement exercise in 2013 further
expanded the capital base and increased the number of institutional investments in the Bank. In 2015, Wema
Bank obtained a national banking license with authorisation to offer services in all states of the federation.
The principal activity of the Bank is the provision of banking and other financial services to corporate and
individual customers. Such services include the granting of loans and advances, corporate finance, trade,
treasury, business advisory and other banking services. Wema Bank has a wholly owned subsidiary, Wema Bank
Funding SPV Plc which was established in June 2016 to issue bonds to fund the Bank’s working capital, enhance
liquidity and capital base.
In 2017, Wema Bank launched Nigeria’s first fully digital bank, ‘ALAT’ which allows individuals and businesses
open accounts and manage funds electronically, without the need to visit a branch. ‘ALAT’ was introduced
primarily to support low cost liability generation, particularly from the youth segment (students, young
entrepreneurs and young professionals) of the market. In 2018, the “ALAT for business” feature was added to
enable corporate entities on boarding and subsequently, more merchants were introduced on the platform.
Three years after its initial launch, Wema Bank is set to upgrade the application to the ALAT 4.0 version before
the end of the 2020 financial year. The upgraded version will improve reliability and include newer operational
features to enhance customer experience.
Wema Bank operates from 158 branches and 4 cash centres spread across the country. The head office is
situated at Wema Tower, 54 Marina, Lagos. As at FYE 2019, Wema Bank had deployed 382 automated teller
machines (ATM) and 7,156 points of sale (POS) terminals. The Bank’s growing agency network of over 3,000
agents also supports its retail strategy.
Technology
Wema Bank leverages on hardware and software applications to facilitate business transactions and carry out
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its risk management function. Finacle Universal Banking System is Wema Bank’s core banking application.
SWIFT, RTGS, Reuters and Postilion card transaction applications are also used for various operating processes
while Oracle Database and EMC Storage are used to manage the high volume of customer data. The branches
and the head office are interconnected by Cisco Networking and security devices. IBM servers, HP servers and
HP desktops are hardware systems used in the Bank’s daily operations. The Bank’s business continuity plan
ensured minimal disruptions during the COVID 19 induced lockdown, which we view positively.
Correspondent Banks
In 2019, Wema Bank Plc had relationships with many foreign banks, some of which were Access Bank UK, Bank
of Beirut, Commerzbank AG and Standard Chartered Bank UK.
Track Record of Financial Performance
With over seven and a half decades of banking operations in Nigeria, Wema Bank Plc has survived several
economic cycles, evolving from a regional bank to a national bank in 2015. As at 31 December 2019, Wema
Bank’s total assets and contingents stood at ₦789.6 billion and reflected a cumulative annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 18.1% since 2015 when its national banking license was secured. Gross loans and advances
accounted for 38.1% (or ₦301.4 billion) of total assets and contingents while an impaired loan ratio of 7.4%
was recorded during the period, up from 5% in 2018. Wema Bank’s tier I (core) capital of ₦53.9 billion was
more than double the ₦25 billion regulatory minimum for Nigerian banks licensed to operate nationally and
translated to a Basel II capital adequacy ratio of 13.6%. This was higher than the 10% regulatory threshold
prescribed by the CBN. Customer deposits stood at ₦577.3 billion as at end of 2019FY and funded 73.1% of
the Bank’s activities.
Wema Bank’s profitability strengthened year-on-year in 2019 as evidenced by a 40.2% rise in pre-tax profits
to ₦6.8 billion. Thus, pre-tax return on average assets and pre-tax return on average equity stood at 1%
(FY2018: 1%) and 13.0% respectively (FY2018: 9.7%).

Board of Directors
CURRENT DIRECTORS
Mr. Babatunde Kasali
Mr. Ademola Adebise
Mr. Moruf Oseni
Mr. Oluwole Akinleye
Mrs Folake Sanu
Mr Adebode Adefioye
Mr. Abubakar Lawal
Mr Samuel Durojaiye
Mrs Abolanle Matel-Okoh
Ms. Tina Vukor-Quarshie
Mrs Omobosola Ojo

DESIGNATION

Chairman
Managing Director/CEO
Deputy Managing Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director– Independent
Non-Executive Director – Independent
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
Mr. Ademola Adebise is the Managing Director of Wema Bank Plc. He was appointed in 2018 having served as
the Deputy Managing Director and Executive Director with purview over Corporate Bank and South
Directorates. Prior to joining the Bank, Mr. Adebise was Head, Finance & Performance Management Practice at
Accenture (Lagos Office) where he led a number of business process re-engineering, information technology,
risk management projects for banks. He also worked at National Bank Nigeria Plc and Chartered Bank Plc (now
Stanbic IBTC Bank Plc). Mr. Adebise holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science from University
of Lagos and he is an alumnus of the Advanced Management Programme of Harvard Business School. Mr.
Adebise also holds a Master’s Degree in Business Administration (MBA) from Lagos Business School. He is a
Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN); Associate of Chartered Institute of Taxation
and Computer Professionals; Honorary Member, Chartered Institute of Bankers of Nigeria (CIBN); Member,
Institute of Directors (IoD). Mr. Adebise also serves on the Board of AIICO Insurance Plc, AIICO Pensions Limited
and Nigeria Interbank Settlement System (NIBSS).
Mr. Moruf Oseni is the Deputy Managing Director of Wema Bank Plc. He joined the Bank as an Executive
Director in 2012, overseeing the retail business, ALAT and Technology. Prior to joining the Bank, Mr. Oseni was
the Chief Executive Officer of MG Ineso Limited, a principal investment and financial advisory firm, after serving
as Vice President at Renaissance Capital. He also worked at Salomon Brothers/Citigroup Global Markets in
London and New York and the Nigerian Liquefied Natural Gas Company (NLNG). Mr. Oseni is a graduate of
Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile Ife and he holds a Masters in Finance from London Business School as well
as an MBA from INSEAD. He is a member of the Institute of Directors (IoD), Chartered Institute of Bankers
(CIBN) and Nigerian Institute of Management (NIM). Mr. Oseni serves on the Board of Continental Broadcasting
Service Limited as well as Lagos State Economic Advisory Committee as a member.
Other members of Wema Bank’s Executive Management team include:
Mr. Oluwole Akinleye
Mrs. Folake Sanu
Mr. Ajimisinmi Oluwole

Executive Director
Executive Director
Regional Executive

Mr. Tunde Mabawonku
Mr. Olukayode Bakare
Mr. Johnson Lebile

Chief Finance and Strategy Officer
Treasurer
Company Secretary and Legal Adviser
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ANALYSTS’ COMMENTS

ASSET QUALITY
Wema Bank’s total assets and contingents stood at ₦789.6 billion as at 31 December 2019 and reflected a
marked 46% growth year-on-year, higher than the Industry’s estimated growth of 21% in 2019. This level of
growth was driven by an expanded customer deposit base, with a significant percentage of the increase
channelled to liquid assets (particularly government securities). Thus, liquid assets spiked by 90.4% year-onyear to represent 29.2% of total assets and contingents as at FYE2019. The marked growth in customer deposits
(56.3%) during the year resulted in a 136.7% jump in restricted funds with the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)
through the regulatory cash reserves requirements (CRR). Wema Bank’s CRR of ₦137.4 billion represented
approximately 20% of total assets (higher than the banking industry’s average of 13%) and 2.6x the Bank’s
core capital. Notwithstanding, Wema Bank’s loan book remained its largest earning asset, accounting for 37.6%
of total assets and contingents as at 31 December 2019.
Wema Bank’s lending strategy focuses largely on retail and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) while also
meeting the funding needs of commercial and corporates. While credits to corporates dominate the loan book
given the relatively large size of these exposures, the Bank’s focus on the commercial/Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) and retail business segments reflects in the 47% collective contribution to the loan book
as at FYE2019. As at the same date, approximately 90% of gross loans and advances was denominated in the
domestic currency while 10% of the loan book was in foreign currency.

CORPORATE

COMMERIAL/SME

FYE2018

INDIVIDUAL

5%

4%

8%

12%

39%

33%

48%

51%

Figure 1: Loan Book by Business Segment (FYE 2018 and FYE2019)

PUBLIC SECTOR

FYE2019

As at 31 December 2019, Wema Bank’s loans and advances stood at ₦301.4 billion, 15.2% higher than the prior
year’s position. The Bank extended additional credits to obligors in most lending sectors particularly
information and communication which spiked by 278% (the sector accounted for less than 1% of the loan book
as at 31 December 2019). Loans to the public sector also rose by 42% on account of further bilateral
disbursements to a subnational which are backed by the Irrevocable Standing Payment Order (ISPO) with
repayments deducted from FAAC allocations.
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Figure 2: Loan book growth by sector (FYE2019)
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30%
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28%
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19%
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10%

Oil & Gas

10%

Power & energy

1%

Real Estate

-15%

Others
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Proffesional Activities

-42%

Capital market

-83%

Approximately 19% of Wema Bank’s loan book was granted to obligors in the oil and gas sector. These credits
comprised exposures to downstream trading entities and an upstream syndicated loan. Oil and gas upstream
operators have been impacted by lower crude oil prices, while the performance of downstream trading
companies is at risk of a further devaluation of the naira and expected FX illiquidity. Nonetheless, we anticipate
a minimal negative impact on the Bank’s oil and gas loan book hinged on the CBN’s forbearance granted to
banks to restructure loans to obligors in affected sectors such as oil and gas, manufacturing and power and
energy. The gradual rebound of crude oil prices also assuages our concerns to an extent.
Wema Bank’s exposures to the general commerce and construction sectors were significant at 17% and 14%
of the loan book respectively as at FYE2019. The Bank’s general commerce loans are to commercial businesses
that deal in general goods while construction credits cover contract based projects where repayments are
obtained from contract payments. Given that most commercial businesses rely heavily on import for inputs,
the border closures and the COVID-19 induced disruption in the global supply chain have adversely impacted
general commerce obligors. We expect this to remain in the short term.
The performance of the construction sector (as well as the real estate market which accounted for 7% of the
loan book) has been stifled by low uptake of properties due to low consumer purchasing power and weak
macroeconomic fundamentals. We do not foresee significant growth in the construction sector in the near
term. However, we recognise the Bank’s efforts to improve the performance of its real estate and construction
obligors by offering mortgage facilities to improve uptake of the properties. We are of the opinion that the
high interest rates for mortgages and low purchasing power of the Nigerian populace threaten these efforts.
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Figure 3: Loan Book by Sector (FYE 2019)
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Wema Bank’s loan book was somewhat concentrated with the top 20 obligors accounting for 47.2% (FYE2018:
48.4%) of gross loans and advances as at FYE2019. This concentration risk makes the Bank vulnerable to
deterioration in the financial condition of any of these obligors, given the dominance of the oil and gas and
construction sectors in the top 20 obligors. The two largest exposures represented 24.3% and 20.4% of the
Bank’s core (tier I) capital as at 31 December 2019, breaching the single obligor limit. Although the Bank has
obtained regulatory approvals for these breaches, we remain concerned about the inherent risks and the impact
of a deterioration on the Bank’s asset quality especially as the largest obligor has experienced setbacks, which
resulted in a restructuring. We believe these two large loans continue to threaten the asset quality of the Bank
and resolution has been slow.
As at 31 December 2019, approximately 92% (FYE2018: 92.8%) of Wema Bank’s gross loans and advances was
classified in the stage 1 category, according to the IFRS 9 accounting standards. Stage 2 loans accounted for
5% (FYE2018: 5.7%) of the loan book while stage 3 loans made up 3% (FYE2018: 1.6%). Wema Bank’s stage 3
loans jumped by 119.7% to ₦9.1 billion as at FYE2019. However, non-performing loans (according to the
prudential guidelines) stood at ₦22.2 billion (FYE2018: ₦13.1 billion) and translated to an impaired loans ratio
of 7.4%, higher than 5% recorded in the prior financial year and the regulatory threshold of 5%. Compared to
its industry peers, Wema Bank’s impaired loans ratio was higher than those of Fidelity Bank Plc (3.3%) and
Sterling Bank Plc’s 2.2% in the same year.
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STAGE 1

STAGE 2

2019

1.6%

3.0%

5.0%

5.7%

92.8%

92.0%

Figure 4: Loan book by stages (FYE2018 and FYE2019)

STAGE 3

2018

A breakdown of delinquent loans by sector showed a concentration in the general commerce and construction
sectors which accounted for 33% and 16% to the impaired loan book respectively as at 31 December 2019.
Cumulative loan loss provisions on non-performing loans (coverage ratio) was 54.5% (FYE2018: 71.6%)
excluding regulatory risk reserves of ₦8.3 billion. When we consider regulatory risk reserves, the Bank’s
coverage ratio increases to 92% which we consider satisfactory. According to IFRS 9, coverage ratios by stages
showed a 51% coverage on stage 3 loans, above the banking industry’s average of 48% in the same year.

STAGE 2 COVERAGE

Wema

Fidelity

48.0%

60.7%

13.5%

7.0%

12.2%

7.5%

2.5%

51.1%

Figure 5: Stage 2 and Stage 3 coverage ratio (IFRS 9)

STAGE 3 COVERAGE

Sterling

Industry Average

In our opinion, Wema Bank’s asset quality requires improvement. In the near term, Wema Bank intends to grow
the loan portfolio in order to comply with the LDR policy. According to the Bank’s projections, additional loans
of approximately ₦70 billion is required to attain the minimum LDR of 65%. We consider this level of growth
to be high given the weak macroeconomic environment. However, Wema Bank intends to leverage intervention
funds in the healthcare and agriculture sectors to grow the loan book as this would also release some of the
Bank’s sterilised funds with the CBN. We expect Wema Bank’s asset quality to come under pressure in 2020
owing to the prevailing pandemic, lower crude oil prices and moderated economic activities. This will be
worsened by the Bank’s focus on commercial and retail obligors that are more susceptible to the impact of the
economic downturn. However, we believe that asset quality issues will be cushioned somewhat by CBN
palliatives to sectors that have been severely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
Wema Bank Plc operates an Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Framework which is effected by the Board of
Directors, Management and other personnel. The Framework is applied in strategy setting and is designed to
identify potential events that may affect the Bank and subsequently manage risks within its risk appetite.
Wema Bank defines its risk appetite as moderate. The ERM division of the Bank is independent and is headed
by the Chief Risk Officer who is a Deputy General Manager and reports to the Board of Directors through the
Managing Director/CEO.
Credit Risk

In assessing the credit quality of its obligors, Wema Bank Plc uses a credit scoring system for retail clients and
a rating system for corporates and commercial entities tailored to the Standard and Poor’s (S&P) model.
According to this model, approximately 46% of the Bank’s gross loans and advances was granted to investment
grade obligors while 54% was to non-investment grade names as at FYE2019. In line with the Bank’s credit
policy, collateral security is taken for all credit exposure. The major types of collaterals acceptable by Wema
Bank include mortgages over residential properties, charges over business assets, financial assets and cash. As
at FYE2019, Wema Bank’s collateral to net loans ratio stood at 95.5%, considerably lower than 183.8% in the
preceding year. Approximately 55% of these collaterals was in real estate properties as at the same date.
Figure 6: Wema Bank’s Loan Book by Credit Rating
CC
2%

AA
1%

B
14%

A
20%

BB
38%

BBB
25%

Market Risk

Wema Bank adopts a standardised approach to compute market risks, using blended internal models
comprising value at risk (VaR) limits, factor sensitivity limits, market value limits and stress testing back testing.
To mitigate foreign exchange risks, notional and positional limits are put in place, and depending on the
severity of losses, management action triggers and stop loss limits also exist. Furthermore, the open position
limit of the Bank is +0.5%/-10% of shareholders’ funds unimpaired by losses as prescribed by regulation.
Given the small size of Wema Bank’s foreign currency balance sheet, a 10% depreciation of the naira would
translate to ₦444,000 in profits, according to sensitivity analysis carried out by the Bank as at FYE2019.
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However, a parallel 200 basis point increase in interest rates resulted in a considerable ₦3.9 billion (or 7.2%
of core capital) loss based on the balance sheet position as at 31 December 2019.
Operational Risk

Wema Bank uses the Basic Indicator Approach (BIA) to measure operational risk while tools such scenario
analysis, risk and control self-assessment (RCSA), key risk indicators (KRI), key performance indicators (KPIs)
and internal loss data collection and analysis, amongst others are used to manage these risks. During FY 2019,
a penalty of ₦2million was paid by the Bank (FY2018: ₦10.8 million) for regulatory infractions related to CBN
customer complaint resolution. We note that as customers increasingly move to the digital space during the
pandemic, cyber security attacks will heighten in addition to attempted fraud and information security
intrusion attempts.
We believe Wema Bank’s risk management structure is adequate. However, current macroeconomic and
operating uncertainties necessitate a fortification and closer monitoring of its credit risks to forestall future
losses.

EARNINGS
In the year under review, Wema Bank’s earnings strengthened on the back of a larger earning asset base and
increased securities trading activities. Net earnings rose by 17.8% to ₦44.1 billion and were largely in noninterest income which accounted for 54.9%, while fund based income contributed 45.1%.
In 2019, Wema Bank’s interest income increased by 21.3% to ₦69.2 billion on account of the 15.2% growth in
gross loans and advances and good asset yields of 20.5% (FY2018: 19.5%). A significant 89.4% (FY2018: 90%)
of the Bank’s interest income originated from its loan portfolio while the remaining 10.6% was from investment
securities. Wema Bank’s interest expense also rose by 44% to ₦43.2 billion due to the high interest rate
environment that prevailed in the first three quarters of the year, a customer deposit mix that was skewed to
costlier time deposits and the Bank’s increased activities in the interbank market. The interbank funds were
deployed to fixed income securities trading activities during the year which supported non-interest income.
Due to a higher growth in interest expense, Wema Bank’s net interest spread (NIS) moderated to 37.6% from
47.2% recorded in the preceding year. At this level, the Bank’s NIS compared less favourably with Fidelity Bank
Plc’s 45.5% and Sterling Bank Plc’s 51.6%. We expect an improvement in NIS in 2020 on account of a quicker
repricing of deposits liabilities (following the 100 basis point reduction in the Monetary Policy Rate (MPR)
effective May 2020), compared to assets. Wema Bank charged off ₦6.1 billion as net impairment loss on its
financial assets in 2019, up from ₦3.5 billion in the prior year. This resulted in a cost of risk of 2.1% (FY2018:
1.4%) that compared less favourably with Sterling Bank’s 0.9%. Fidelity Bank recorded a write back in 2019.
We anticipate higher impairment charge in 2020 based on an expected deterioration in asset quality elicited
by weak macroeconomic fundamentals.
In the year under review, Wema Bank’s non-interest income grew by a marked 74.2% to ₦24.2 billion. Key
growth drivers were net fees and commissions which rose by 22.9% on the back of an increased volume of
transactions across various electronic channels (ATMs, POS, mobile banking and other electronic channels) and
net trading income which spiked by 167.5% year on year to ₦14.8 billion driven by volatility in the fixed income
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market. Wema Bank’s trading income was its single largest non-interest income source in the 2019 financial
year, accounting for 61%. Wema Bank’s ALAT initiative and other digital touchpoints continue to drive
transactional activities on its electronic platforms and resulted in a 32.1% increase in electronic banking
income year-on-year. In the near term, we expect most of the Bank’s non-interest income lines to be upheld
by increased customer migration to electronic banking platforms, credit related fees, trading income and
revaluation gains to a lesser extent. However, the downward review of bank charges by the Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) which took effect on 01 January 2020 will moderate non-interest income.
Figure 7: Breakdown of Non-Interest Income (FY2019)
FX Revaluation
2%
Other fees and
commission
13%
Account
maintenance
4%

Other income
4%
Electronic
banking fees
16%

Net trading
income
61%

In 2019, Wema Bank’s operating expenses grew by 14.5% to ₦37.3 billion due to a 21% increase in personnel
expenses and a 24% growth in statutory expenses (AMCON levy and NDIC premium) year-on-year. Excluding
the growth in non-discretionary statutory cost, Wema Bank’s OPEX rose by 12%, similar to the closing inflation
rate of 11.98% in 2019.
Operating expenses as a percentage of net earnings (cost-to-income ratio) moderated to 84.6% (FY2018:
87.1%) but remained one of the highest in the Industry. In the short term, we expect the Bank’s cost profile to
remain elevated on account of anticipated costs associated with the upgrade of its ALAT platform and an
increase in FX related expenses elicited by the naira devaluation. However, COVID-19 induced efficiencies will
save the Bank some expenses related to power generation, travel and accommodation and vehicle
maintenance.
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Figure 8: Breakdown of Operating Expenses
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Overall, Wema Bank’s pre-tax profits strengthened by a notable 40.2% to ₦6.8 billion in 2019 and translated
to a pre-tax return on average assets (ROA) of 1% (FY2018: 1%) and pre-tax return on average equity (ROE) of
13% (FY2018: 9.7%). An assessment of Wema Bank’s performance by geographical region: South-West, SouthSouth, Abuja and Lagos showed that Lagos was the largest contributor to the Bank’s pre-tax profits at 87.2%,
following at a distance were the South West with 9.1% and Abuja North at 5.4%. The South-South region
recorded a loss during the period due to high funding costs and a major impairment in the loan portfolio. Abuja
reported the highest ROA of 3.1% in 2019.

ABUJA NORTH

1.0%

SOUTH SOUTH

LAGOS

BANK

-0.6%

SOUTH WEST

1.0%

0.7%

3.1%

Figure 9: ROA Operating Segments (FY2019)

We note positively the improvement in Wema Bank’s profitability ratios year-on-year; however, the Bank’s ROE
was below the yield on 364 day treasury certificates which averaged 13.9% in 2019. Wema Bank’s profitability
ratios were slightly lower than those of Fidelity Bank Plc (ROA: 1.3% and ROE: 14.9%), but better than those of
Sterling Bank Plc (ROA: 0.8% and ROE: 9.7%). Subsequent to year end, the Bank’s annualised ROA and ROE for
the first quarter of 2020 weakened to 0.5% and 8.3% respectively.
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CAPITAL ADEQUACY
As at 31 December 2019, Wema Bank’s tier 1 (core) capital stood at ₦53.9 billion and was 7.8% higher than
the prior year due to stronger profits recorded during the year. A breakdown of the Bank’s core capital showed
51.9% in paid up share capital, 6.4% in retained earnings and 41.7% in regulatory reserves. Tier II capital which
comprised revaluation surpluses and subordinated medium-term notes totalled ₦15.1 billion (FYE2018: ₦14
billion) as at the same date.
Although the Bank’s total qualifying capital (based on Basel II tenets) remained at par with the preceding year,
Wema Bank’s capital adequacy ratio (CAR) declined to 13.6% in 2019 (FYE2018: 18%) due to a 31.4% growth
in risk weighted assets year on year. Wema Bank’s CAR was above the regulatory minimum of 10% for
commercial banks operating with a national license, but was lower than its peers (Fidelity Bank: 18.3% and
Sterling Bank 14.7%). When we stressed the Bank’s capital, taking full provisions for non-performing loans, its
CAR declined to 9.5% as at FYE2019.
We consider Wema Bank’s capital to be adequate for current business risk. However, additional capital is
required for growth in the short to medium term. To comply with the CBN’s minimum LDR policy, Wema Bank
needs to expand its loan book significantly which cannot be accommodated by its current capital level. In
addition, we believe that the COVID-19 pandemic will strain the Bank’s asset quality and moderate
capitalisation ratios in the short term.
Wema Bank intends to raise tier I capital through a private placement or rights issue in the short to medium
term. We believe that the ownership structure of the Bank which comprise a number of institutional investors
places it in a good stead to raise tier I capital through private placements or rights issue. However, this may
be stalled by the weak macroeconomic climate.

LIQUIDITY AND LIABILITY GENERATION
Wema Bank is the longest surviving indigenous bank in Nigeria. The Bank has a national commercial banking
authorisation with operations in four regions: South-West, South-South, Abuja North and Lagos. Across these
regions, deposit liabilities are generated from corporates, retail and commercial/SME clients. The Bank
mobilises deposits from pension fund administrators (PFAs), asset management companies and other financial
institutions. As at December 2019, Wema Bank had 158 branches, over 3,000 agency banking partners across
the country and various other digital touchpoints which support liability generation. Wema Bank’s ALAT digital
banking platform (including ‘ALAT for business’) that enables retail and corporate customers complete banking
transactions online without the need to visit a branch also supports liability generation for the Bank.
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Figure 10: Customer Deposits by Source (FYE2019)
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Wema Bank’s customer deposits (excluding interbank takings) stood at ₦577.3 billion as at 31 December 2019
and reflected a marked 56.3% growth year on year. Local currency (LCY) deposits contributed 96.9% to the
Bank’s customer deposits while the remaining 3.1% were held in domiciliary accounts. During the year, double
digit growth rates were observed across all deposits types, reflecting the Bank’s mobilisation drive. The highest
growth was recorded in term deposits which grew by 87% year on year while low cost LCY savings and demand
deposits rose by 20% and 29% respectively. Foreign currency deposits also grew by 13% to ₦17.8 billion, but
was insufficient to fund the Bank’s FCY loans at 61.2%. When we factor in FCY borrowings by the Bank, the
coverage increases to 85.1%, but remains insufficient.
Figure 12: Growth in Customer Deposits by Type (FYE2019)
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Figure 11: Customer Deposits as at FYE2019
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Wema Bank’s activities are also funded by borrowings from development finance institutions (DFIs) and
multilateral financial institutions (MFIs) which totalled ₦24.1 billion as at 31 December 2019 (FYE2018: ₦21.3
billion). During the year, Wema Bank repaid a 5-year $20 million (₦7.5 billion) facility from the Islamic
Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector (ICD). Furthermore, the Bank was granted on-lending
facilities worth ₦12.5 billion from the Development Bank of Nigeria (DBN) in respect of the Micro, Small and
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Medium Scale Enterprises (MSMEs) and small corporates. The tenor of these facilities ranges between one and
seven years with interest rate in the following order: 0-3 years (9.6%), 3-6 years (11.6%) and above 6 years
(13.1%).
The funding mix of the Bank translated to a weighted average cost of funds (WACF) of 7.0% in 2019, slightly
lower than 7.4% recorded in the prior year. Wema Bank’s WACF was higher than its peers (est Fidelity: 5.7%,
Sterling: 6.8%) and the banking industry’s estimated average of 4.7% in the same year. Subsequent to the year
ended 2019, Wema’s WACF further moderated to 6.3% in Q1, 2020 reflective of the low interest rate regime
prevailing. In the short term, we expect the Bank’s funding costs to reduce on account of the 100 basis points
reduction in the Monetary Policy Rate (MPR) in May 2020.
An assessment of the maturity profiles of the Bank’s loans and advances against deposits and borrowings to
ascertain liquidity risks as at FYE2019 showed gaps. Deposits and borrowings in the ‘6-12 months’ and ‘over
one year’ maturity buckets were insufficient to fund loans and advances in the same buckets. This exposes the
Bank to fluctuations in interest rates. However, we recognise that a considerable fraction of the Bank’s
customer deposits is core and long tenured behaviourally, thus tempering potential interest rate risk. In
addition, Wema Bank’s securities investment portfolio and money market placements can be used to generate
short term funding when the need arises.
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Figure 13: Liquidity Mismatches as at FYE 2019
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In 2019, Wema Bank’s liquid assets grew by 90.4% to ₦230.8 billion and represented 40.6% of total local
currency deposits (FYE2018: 34.3%), higher than the regulatory minimum of 30% as prescribed by the CBN.
Wema Bank’s loans-to-deposits ratio (LDR) stood at 48.6% as at FYE2019, significantly lower than CBN’s
threshold of 65%. Subsequent to year end, the LDR increased to 51.6% as at 31 March 2020.
We consider Wema Bank’s liquidity profile and ability to refinance to be acceptable.
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OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT & STAFF
As at 31 December 2019, Wema Bank Plc was owned by 244,522 investors comprising individuals, corporates
and institutions which held the 38,574,466,081 shares issued by the Bank. According to the register of
members, no shareholder, other than the under-listed held more than 5% of the Bank’s issued share capital as
at the same date and collectively controlled 59.41% of the Bank’s issued share capital (FYE2018: 54.4%).
Table 2: Significant Shareholders
Name

Holdings as at FYE 2017

Holdings as at FYE 2018

Holdings as at FYE2019

Neentree Limited

27.70%

27.7%

27.7%

Odua Investment

8.54%

10.00%

8.27%

Petrotrab Limited

8.02%

8.54%

8.54%

SW8 Investment Limited

10.00%

8.16%

14.90%

TOTAL

54.26%

54.40%

59.41%

An eleven-member Board of Directors governed Wema Bank Plc in 2019 and comprised seven Non-Executive
Directors (two of whom are Independent Non-Executive Directors) and four Executive Directors. Mr Babatunde
Kasali, chairs the Board while Mr. Ademola Adebise is the Managing Director/CEO. There were no changes to
the Board of Directors during the 2019 financial year. However, we expect a few changes in the short term as
two directors will resign their appointments in 2020 due to tenor expiration.
In 2019, Wema Bank Plc employed an average of 1,161 persons, up from 1,021 employees in the prior year.
Management staff accounted for 3.8% of staff strength while non-management staff made up the balance of
96.2%. During the year, staff costs grew by 20.5% year-on-year on account of salary reviews and recruitments.
Staff productivity, depicted by net earnings per staff inched up by 3.6% to ₦38 million and covered staff cost
per employee approximately 3 times, similar to the prior year, but significantly lower than the Industry’s
average of 4.8 times. This was also lower than its industry peers, (Fidelity Bank Plc: 4.7 times, Sterling Bank
Plc: 5.5 times). In our opinion, Wema Bank’s staff productivity requires improvement.
We consider Wema Bank’s management team to be experienced and stable with a good understanding of the
Nigerian banking terrain. However, staff productivity is subpar.

MARKET SHARE
Wema Bank’s market share across major indicators has grown steadily over the years, particularly local currency
deposits and assets, reflecting the Bank’s aggressive deposit mobilisation through various channels following
its conversion to a national bank. According to Agusto & Co. 2019 banking industry data, Wema Bank controlled
2.9% of the Industry’s local currency deposits and 1.8% of the Industry’s total assets and contingents as at 31
December 2019. The Bank contributed 1.8% to the Industry’s net loans and advances as at the same date. Given
stronger profits recorded in the year under review, Wema Bank’s share of the Industry’s pre-tax profits
strengthened to 0.7% from 0.6% in the preceding year.
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Table 3: Market Share Indicators (FY2017-FY2019)
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Despite the Bank’s improvement across most indices, its market share remains considerably lower than its
selected industry peers and unreflective of its age as the oldest indigenous commercial bank in Nigeria.

OUTLOOK
Going forward, digitisation will be a major thrust of Wema Bank’s strategy, with a focus to improve efficiency
within the Bank and in serving its target market. Internally, the Bank intends to fully automate on boarding
and internal approval processes, using technology to handle mundane functions. To enhance customer
experience and grow low cost funding, an upgraded version of the Bank’s signature digital banking platform,
‘ALAT’ will be launched in the short term with additional features and a higher level of reliability.
In order to harness the benefits of its deposit liability generation drive, Wema Bank intends to grow the loan
portfolio considerably in the short term to moderate CRR debits resulting from its non-compliance with the
regulatory minimum LDR policy. To achieve this in a weak macroeconomic climate, the Bank will take
advantage of government intervention funds in the healthcare and agriculture sectors and cautiously extend
loans to other resilient economic sectors. Lending to government targeted sectors is expected to free up sterile
funds with the CBN, allowing the Bank to be more profitable. However, Wema Bank will need to strength the
capital base to accommodate its growth aspirations. Thus, over the next two years, additional equity through
private placements, rights issue or a business combination will be sought. In our opinion, this will be somewhat
challenging given the fragile state of the economy occasioned by uncertainties around the COVID-19
pandemic.
In the short term, we expect slower growth in the balance sheet compared to 2019, as the Bank slows down
on deposit liability generation. We anticipate some strain in the loan portfolio given the Bank’s lending focus
on commercial and retail loans which are more vulnerable to adverse changes in the macroeconomic
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environment compared to more established large corporates. The Bank’s earnings will be adversely impacted
by regulatory constraints on bank charges, capital restricted growth in the loan book, lower asset yields and
additional investments in technology. However, we expect lower funding costs and pandemic-induced
operational cost savings to support earnings in 2020. We believe that the heightened credit risks in the loan
portfolio will also weaken its capitalisation ratios unless tier I capital is raised in the short term.
Based on the aforementioned, Agusto & Co. hereby attaches a negative outlook to the rating of Wema Bank
Plc. We will continue to monitor the Bank’s performance over the next few months to reassess the impact of
the pandemic on our outlook as events unfold.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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RATING DEFINITIONS
Aaa

A financial institution of impeccable financial condition and overwhelming capacity to meet obligations as and
when they fall due. Adverse changes in the environment (macro-economic, political and regulatory) are unlikely
to lead to deterioration in financial condition or an impairment of the ability to meet its obligations as and when
they fall due. In our opinion, regulatory and/or shareholder support will be obtained, if required.

Aa

A financial institution of very good financial condition and strong capacity to meet its obligations as and when
they fall due. Adverse changes in the environment (macro-economic, political and regulatory) will result in a
slight increase the risk attributable to an exposure to this financial institution. However, financial condition and
ability to meet obligations as and when they fall due should remain strong. Although regulatory support is not
assured, shareholder support will be obtained, if required.

A

A financial institution of good financial condition and strong capacity to meet its obligations. Adverse changes
in the environment (macro-economic, political and regulatory) will result in a medium increase in the risk
attributable to an exposure to this financial institution. However, financial condition and ability to meet
obligations as and when they fall due should remain largely unchanged. In our opinion, shareholder support
should be obtainable, if required.

Bbb

A financial institution of satisfactory financial condition and adequate capacity to meet its obligations as and
when they fall due. It may have one major weakness which, if addressed, should not impair its ability to meet
obligations as and when due. Adverse changes in the environment (macro-economic, political and regulatory)
will result in a medium increase in the risk attributable to an exposure to this financial institution.

Bb

Financial condition is satisfactory and ability to meet obligations as and when they fall due exists. May have
one or more major weaknesses. Adverse changes in the environment (macro-economic, political and regulatory)
will increase risk significantly.

B

Financial condition is weak but obligations are still being met as and when they fall due. Has more than one
major weakness and may require external support, which, in our opinion, is not assured. Adverse changes in the
environment (macro-economic, political and regulatory) will increase risk significantly.

C

Financial condition is very weak. Net worth is likely to be negative and obligations may already be in default.

D

In default.

A "+" (plus) or "-" (minus) sign may be assigned to ratings from Aa to C to reflect comparative position within
the rating category. Therefore, a rating with + (plus) attached to it is a notch higher than a rating without the
+ (plus) sign and two notches higher than a rating with the - (minus) sign.
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